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Senior Stewards Report 
 

Name of Track Woodbine  

Date Saturday, 20 Apr 2019 Post-time 13:00 

Weather Race 1 - 10: Overcast (Temp: 8 deg. C)  

Track Conditions  Type: Tapeta Turf:  

Number of Races 10  

Scratches         Vet:  Stewards:  Track:   

 

Senior Steward Associate Steward Associate Steward 

Neil McCoag Fenton Platts Gunnar Lindberg 

 
Report on day’s Events: (Backstretch - accidents, fines, suspensions, objections, disqualifications, refunds, pertinent incidents, 

general details etc., Film Reviews, Races, Claims) 

 

Backstretch:  

First day of racing for the 2019 racing season 
 
Spoke to trainer Lou Capi regarding the horse Jim Bob Five which remains on the Stewards and 
Starters List 
 
Breath- analysis testing of gate crew & pony persons now being completed at the race office. 
 
Meeting held with the Jockeys in the jocks quarters. Everyone was welcomed back. A Discussion 
was held about the concussion protocol as well as a reminder about the urging rules. Jockeys 
were advised that the Stewards would be taking a stronger look at excessive number of strikes. 
Questions were raised about the new softer whips being developed which would require 
requlatory approval before being allowed. It was noted that the Decente vests are not allowed 
here as they do not currently meet our criteria. 
 
Larry Attard attended the stand to relay the concerns of the jockeys as to the length of time that it 
will take to be reinstated if someone is assessed as having a possible concussion. 
 

Film Reviews: 
 
none 

  

  



 

Races: 
 
R1-Clear 
 
R2-Spoke to riders Moran and Singh about standing up before the wire. 
 
R3-Spoke to Jesse Campbell about number of strikes while urging in the stretch 
 
R4-reviewed run into the turn #5 Santos checks. Film shows insufficient room for him 
going into the turn.  
 
R5-Clear. #1 Mislight vanned off 
 
R6-Spoke to riders Da Silva and Kimura about standing up before the wire 
 
R7-Clear 
 
R8- Clear 
 
R9-Reviewed run from the break #2 throws head when steadied. 
 
R10-Clear 
 
Handle $4,084,572 
 
 

 

Claims: 

 

 


